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River buffalo is an agriculturally important species with many traits, such as disease tolerance, which promote its
use worldwide. Highly contiguous genome assemblies of the river buffalo, goat, pig, human and two cattle
subspecies were aligned to study gene gains and losses and signs of positive selection. The gene families that have
changed significantly in river buffalo since divergence from cattle play important roles in protein degradation,
the olfactory receptor system, detoxification and the immune system. We used the branch site model in PAML to
analyse single-copy orthologs to identify positively selected genes that may be involved in skin differentiation,
mammary development and bone formation in the river buffalo branch. The high contiguity of the genomes
enabled evaluation of differences among species in the major histocompatibility complex. We identified a
Babesia-like L1 LINE insertion in the DRB1-like gene in the river buffalo and discuss the implication of this
finding.

1. Introduction
The water buffalo (B. bubalis) is a domesticated species that is highly
valued as a draft animal and for its meat, milk and hide. There are an
estimated 207 million buffaloes in the world, the majority of which are
found in Asia where there are 201 million head [1]. There are two types
of water buffalo, river- and swamp- buffalo, which differ in chromosome
number, phenotypes and geographic distribution. Water buffaloes have
adapted to survive in hot and humid climates by spending their time in
tall grasses, hiding in the shade of trees, or wallowing in mud, rivers or
streams [2].
The river buffalo has many desirable traits, including tolerance to
many diseases [3] although the mechanisms of this tolerance are not
well understood. The availability of a high-quality river buffalo genome
assembly and annotation [4] provides an opportunity for molecular
evolutionary analyses of this species in the context of other mammalian
species to uncover genes that may be responsible for adaption traits.
Differences in members of gene families among species are common,
some of which arose from the adaptation of a species to its environments

[5]. The river buffalo appears to have acquired new gene functions
through gene duplications [6]. Following a duplication event, the gene
sequence is more amenable to change, which may lead to neo
functionalization, subfunctionalization or pseudogenization of the gene.
Another way a new gene function can emerge is through positive se
lection of non-synonymous mutations in existing genes. A variety of
methods are now available to investigate gene gains and losses [7] and
detect beneficial non-synonymous mutations or positively selected sites
[8]. The accuracy of these analyses depends on the quality of the
genome assemblies available. Ideally these should be highly contiguous
to enable accurate evaluation of conservation of synteny, which is
necessary to identify and interpret origins of genes that belong to gene
families which tend to occur in tandem on particular chromosomes.
Additionally, the probability of error in each base of the genome should
be low so that accurate gene models can be developed to detect muta
tions that alter the function of protein-coding genes.
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) plays a vital role in
initiating immune responses against both intra- and extracellular path
ogens [9,10]. The MHC is a gene-rich locus present in all vertebrates
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[11] and contains genes that encode molecules playing crucial roles in
antigen presentation, inflammation regulation, and the innate and
adaptive immune responses [12,13]. The mammalian MHC locus is the
most gene-dense region of the genome; in humans, there are estimated
to be around 250 genes (including pseudogenes) with approximately
one gene per 16 kb [14]. The MHC genes are grouped into those coding
for classical MHC class I and MHC class II molecules, along with the
loosely defined MHC class III genes, many of which have immune related
function [15,16]. The classical MHC genes are characterized by an
extraordinary degree of polymorphism [15]. MHC class I molecules are
expressed on the surface of all nucleated cells, and they allow the im
mune system to recognise self from non-self [9]. If a cell is infected with
a pathogen, peptides are presented via the MHC class I antigen on the
cell surface to CD8+ cytotoxic T cells leading to a swift cellular immune
response to control the infection. MHC class II molecules are mainly
found on antigen-presenting cells (APCs) of the immune system, such as
dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages and B cells [17–19]. These cells
phagocytose exogenous pathogens and proteins that are degraded and
the resulting peptides are presented via the MHC Class II molecules to
CD4+ helper T cells that stimulate B cells to produce antigen specific
antibodies.
The river buffalo MHC region is located on chromosome 2 and has
similar organization to the homologous cattle MHC region [20,21]. In
cattle, the MHC Class II DRB3 gene is highly polymorphic [22] and is
known to be associated with diseases such as dermatophilosis [23],
mastitis [24,25] and persistent lymphocytosis caused by bovine leuke
mia virus [26]. The river buffalo DRB3 is also known to be highly
polymorphic [27–29] and it is likely to be involved in disease resistance
[30].
Here we use comparative genome alignment of mammalian species
to study genome wide gene gains and losses and identify signs of positive
selection in the river buffalo. Our focus was on immune related genes
and in particular, an in-depth investigation of the molecular evolu
tionary pattern of MHC class I and II regions. We used the highly
contiguous and accurate genome assemblies of the river buffalo, goat,
pig, human and two cattle subspecies, which were annotated using the
same genome annotation pipeline by the NCBI. We identified a Babesia
retrotransposon in the intron of a DRB1-like MHC class II gene in the
river buffalo and characterized genome wide distribution of this retro
element in the species studied.

species trees and study gene synteny. The pipeline only saves the longest
coding sequence and protein isoform of each gene prior to any sequence
alignment. The configuration file for the synteny pipeline to reproduce the
work is given in https://github.com/DaviesCentreInformatics/waterbuffa
loComparativeGenomics (commit 9a590ca118245c27e7c18ddcdcae9cc
330d96a4f). To categorize orthogroups into gene families, the Entrez IDs of
human, taurine cattle, goat or pig were used to find corresponding Uni
ProtKB IDs. Then, these UniProtKB IDs were used to search against the
PANTHER database v15.0 [39] to determine the gene families. The
orthogroups that shared the same PANTHER family ID were assigned to the
same gene family. In cases where an orthogroup contained sequences
matching multiple PANTHER family IDs, we categorized the gene family
based on the PANTHER family IDs with the highest proportion in the
orthogroup.
2.3. Gene family expansion and contraction
The count of genes in gene families was obtained by combining the
count of orthogroup(s) that belong to the gene family. Only gene fam
ilies found in at least two species were retained. To identify expansion or
contraction of gene families we used Computational Analysis of gene
Family Evolution (CAFE) v4.2.1 [7], which uses a probabilistic model to
infer the rate and direction of the changes in gene size over a given
ultrametric tree. The rooted amino acid tree from OrthoFinder was
converted into an ultrametric tree using r8s v1.70 [40]. The calibration
point of 96 million years between human and pig obtained from the
TimeTree [41] was used as the reference calibration point to build the
ultrametric tree.
The CAFE, multiple birth-death parameter (λ) and global λ were tested
to find the best λ estimation to calculate the gene evolution ratio. We
tested a multiple λ model, in which all ruminants including river buffalo,
goat, indicine and taurine cattle had one λ[ruminants]. The other species
(pig, human) shared a second λ [common]. By setting ‘-t 1000’, the function
lhtest was run 1000 times to produce the distribution of likelihood ratio 2
[logLglobal − logLmultiple]. The global λ with the error correction model was
better than the multiple λ model, as per the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [42]. The visualization of CAFE output and downstream analysis
were carried out using custom R scripts (https://github.com/Davies
CentreInformatics/waterbuffaloComparativeGenomics).
The species tree used to map gene gains and losses was based on the
OrthoFinder output that used the Species Tree Inference from All Genes
method (STAG) [43].

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Genomes and annotations

2.4. Positive selection analysis

Highly contiguous genome assemblies annotated using a standard
pipeline were crucial for the comparative genomics and conservation of
synteny analyses performed. The genomes selected for the analysis have
been annotated by NCBI and have a contig N50 of more than 20 Mb, and
are: river buffalo (B. bubalis; GenBank accession no GCF_003121395.1)
[4], goat (Capra hircus; GenBank accession no GCF_001704415.1) [31],
pig (Sus scrofa; GenBank accession no GCF_000003025.6) [32], indicine
cattle (Bos indicus; GenBank accession no GCF_003369695.1) [33], taurine
cattle (Bos taurus; GenBank accession no GCF_002263795.1) [34] and
human (Homo sapiens; GenBank accession no GCF_000001405.39) [35].
The complete list of coding sequences, protein sequences and annotation
files of these six genomes are given in Table S1.

The nucleotide sequences of single copy orthologues (SCOs) identi
fied from the OrthoFinder pipeline were translated using the Transeq
function from EMBOSS v6.5.7 [44]. The ‘–auto’ mode of MAFFT v7.305
[45] was used to align the amino acid sequences. The codons were
mapped to the aligned amino acid sequences using PAL2NAL v13 [46].
The FASTA alignment was converted into PHYLIP format using ALTER
v1.3.4 [47] and then used as input for maximum-likelihood tree con
struction using RAxML v8.2.10 [48]. Taking the codon alignment and
the tree of each SCO as input, CODEML branch site model A i.e. the
alternative hypothesis (model = 2, NSsites = 2, fix_omega = 0, omega =
1.5) and null hypothesis (model = 2, NSsites = 2, fix_omega = 1, omega
= 1) in PAML v4.8 [8] were compared to detect positively selected sites.
The log-likelihoods values for each SCO PAML set were extracted
from the alternative hypothesis model and null hypothesis model. The
likelihood ratio test was calculated as 2[log likelihoodalternative – log
likelihoodnull], and the p-value of the test was evaluated based on the
null distribution is the 50:50 mixture of point mass 0 and chi-squared
values. To account for multiple testing, the p-values were adjusted by
False Discovery Rate (FDR) [49] and the results that passed FDR < 0.05
were used.

2.2. Identification of gene families
The salmonid_synteny pipeline [36] (https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/
salmonid_synteny) (commit: 2f9ef3af5293ba3095e9d8147162a02730e1
e393) that linked together OrthoFinder v2.4.0 [37] for orthogroups
detection and building species trees, MACSE v2.03 [38] for aligning coding
sequences, and treebest v1.9.2 (https://github.com/Ensembl/treebest) for
phylogenetic gene tree construction was used to find orthogroups, build
3600
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2.5. Immune gene identification

2.8. Babesia retrotransposon in MHC II gene and the genome

To determine which gene families or orthogroups belong to the im
mune system, a referenced database was downloaded from InnateDB
[50], which included immune genes from ImmPort [51], Immunoge
netic Related Information Source (IRIS) [52], Septic Shock Group [53],
MAPK/NFKB Network, and information from Calvano et al. [54]. The
UniprotKB ID for gene family or orthogroup was used to find the cor
responding Entrez gene ID in InnateDB, in order to determine whether it
belonged to particular immune gene sets.

The river buffalo gene LOC102408590 corresponds to the taurine
cattle gene, BOLA-DRB2 (MHC class II DR beta-chain). The first intron of
LOC102408590 contains two open reading frames, ORF1 (819 bp) and
ORF2 (3819 bp). BLASTP of ORF2 showed 98% identity to Babesia ovata
retrovirus-related Pol poly LINE-1 (NCBI Accession no: GBE63528.1)
across the entire length of the ORF2 protein. Using the protein sequence
of GBE63528.1 as input, TBLASTN searches were done against the six
study species. The TBLASTN results were filtered for alignment length
(>1009) and percent identity (>90%). The chosen alignment length
filter requires 90% of the input gene to be covered i.e. searching for
match for most of the entire gene. These TBLASTN hits were overlapped
with gene annotation for the downloaded genome assembly for six
species (NCBI). To identify repetitive sequences in LOC102408590 and
the Babesia ovata contig (BDSA01000072) carrying the retrotransposon
Pol poly LINE-1, dot plots were done using Gepard v1.4 [67].

2.6. Biological pathways analysis
The GO and KEGG enrichment analysis for gene families in the river
buffalo branch with significant gene gains and losses used cattle as the
reference species. This is because the river buffalo's pathways are likely
to be more similar to cattle than human. For enrichment analysis with
Reactome terms, we chose human as the reference species as Reactome
terms for cattle were not available. Immune related genes among gene
families with significant gains and losses in the river buffalo branch were
identified by matching them to InnateDB. Then, the human genes from
each of these gene families were used for GO and Reactome term
enrichment analysis. Human representative genes were used, rather
than cattle genes, because the InnateDB immune database does not
capture cattle genes. After retrieving representative genes from each
gene family, we applied goana or kegga functions from the limma [55] R
package to find enriched GO and KEGG terms, respectively. The Reac
tome pathway terms were clustered for representative human genes and
their immune genes using the enrichPathway function from Reac
tomePA R package [56].
For positively selected genes uncovered in the CODEML analysis,
representative human genes were used to perform GO and Reactome
enrichment analysis using the limma R package as described before.

3. Results
3.1. Genome assemblies of river buffalo
Literature surveys and genomic database searches identified eight
river buffalo and one swamp buffalo genome assemblies (Table S2). The
highest contiguity among the river buffalo assemblies was the
UOA_WB_1 reference (contig N50 > 22 Mb), which was generated from
a female Mediterranean buffalo [4]. The assembly was chosen to
represent river buffalo as it was annotated by the NCBI, which is
consistent with other high-quality assemblies used in this study. We note
that a swamp buffalo genome was recently assembled and annotated
[68], but the contig N50 was below 10 Mb and it was not annotated by
the NCBI pipeline, and hence was excluded from further analysis. The six
species/subspecies genomes used for this analysis are listed in Table 1.
3.2. Gene family expansion and contraction

2.7. Identification of MHC I and II genes

3.2.1. Significant gains/losses in the river buffalo branch
OrthoFinder identified 18,423 homologous protein orthogroups in
the six genomes, of which 18,353 orthogroups could be assigned to
UniProtKB IDs. There were 16,752 orthogroups that could be classified
into PANTHER gene families, which were used in gene gains and losses
analyses. UniProtKB IDs from each orthogroup were used to identify
7425 gene families that could be mapped by the Panther database and
passed our criteria for running the CAFE software to detect gene gains
and losses. Most species in the comparison have a larger number of gene
family gains than losses, with the pig being the only species with more
losses than gains. The indicine cattle had a similar number of gene gains
as losses. In total, 209 gene family expansions and 154 gene family
contractions were identified in the river buffalo since divergence from
cattle (Fig. 1). Among these families, 172 had statistically significant
changes in gene gains whereas 96 had significant losses in the river
buffalo (branch p-values < 0.05) (Table S3).
River buffalo gene families that changed by more than one gene copy
were ranked by p-values and the top 10 gene families with the most
significant gene gains were the following: Inner Membrane Transporter
Ygji-Related, G-Protein Coupled Receptor, MHC Class II-Related, Beta1,3-N-Acetylglucosaminyltransferase, Hras-Like Suppressor-Related,
Olfactory Receptor 56b1-Related, Translation Factor, Diacylglycerol OAcyltransferase, 60s/50s Ribosomal Protein L6/L9 and MHC Class I NK
Cell Receptor (Table S4). The top 10 families with the most significant
contractions were: Zinc Finger Protein, Beta-Defensin, Nap1l1 Protein,
Olfactory Receptor, Zinc Finger and Scan Domain-Containing, Cyto
chrome P450 508a4-Related, Solute Carrier Family 22 Member, MHC
Class I-Related, E3 Ubiquitin-Protein, Ligase Trim and G-Protein-RecepF1-2 Domain (Table S5).
Pathway enrichment analysis of significantly expanded gene families

MHC I and II genes were identified from a literature search with
cattle and human MHC I and II genes being used as input for subsequent
BLASTP searches [57–62]. BLASTP databases were built for each of the
six species and two multi-FASTA files, each containing the amino acid
sequences of all identified cattle and human MHC I and MHC II genes,
which were used to identify possible orthologs and paralogs in each
species. BLASTP results that had e-value <1e-5 and a percent identity of
≥75 were retained. This cut-off was selected in order to maximise the
likelihood of capturing all possible orthologs and paralogs within a
given MHC gene family, but avoiding genes from other MHC gene
families. We selected the protein sequence linked to each gene ID for
each species as input for phylogenetic tree building. Where isoforms
were present, the one with the longest amino acid sequence was
selected. We aligned the amino acids using MUSCLE v3.8.31 [63] with
default parameters. The aligned amino acid sequences were then trim
med using trimAl v1.2 [64] with the ‘-automated1’ option, to remove
poorly aligned regions and improve phylogenetic reconstruction [65].
Trimmed and aligned amino acid sequences were then used as input into
RAxML v8.2.10 [48] for phylogenetic analysis. RAxML was run for 1000
bootstraps with the options ‘-m PROTGAMMAAUTO -p 12345 -x 12345’.
Trees were then visualised in iTOL v5.0 [66] to determine orthologs and
paralogs. The gene order of MHC I and II genes was visualised in Artemis
v18.0.0 [58] and the NCBI Genome Data Viewer v4.8.11 (GDV).
The overlaps between these manually curated MHC gene coordinates
and gene families undergoing gains and losses was performed using a
customized R script (https://github.com/DaviesCentreInformatics/wa
terbuffaloComparativeGenomics). The overlaps between MHC genes
and positively selected genes was done the same way.
3601
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Table 1
Assembly statistics of the six study species.
Assembly name

Genome size (Gb)

Contig N50 (kb)

Scaffold N50
(Mb)

Number of contigs

Breed
Or
Origin

Type

Species

Reference

UOA_WB_1

2.66

22,441.5

117.2

919

Mediterranean

River

[4]

GRCh38.p13
Sscrofa11.1
ARS-UCD1.2
UOA_Brahman_1
ARS1

3.10
2.50
2.72
2.68
2.92

57,879.4
48,231.2
25,896.1
26,764.3
26,244.6

67.8
88.2
103.3
104.5
87.3

998
1118
2597
1552
30,399

NA
Duroc
Hereford
Brahman
San Clemente

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Bubalus
bubalis
Homo sapiens
Sus scrofa
Bos taurus
Bos indicus
Capra hircus

[35]
[32]
[34]
[33]
[31]

All genomes are annotated by the NCBI (Accessed on 24/08/2020). NA denotes not available.

Fig. 1. Gene family expansion and contraction across the six study species.
The species tree was based on the Species Tree Inference from All Genes (STAG) method. The number of gene families involved in expansions and contractions are
shown in red and blue, respectively, with the size of each node representing the significance of the expansion or contraction. Human was the outgroup used for this
analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

on the river buffalo branch was performed using cattle as the reference
species. The analysis revealed calcium ion binding as the only enriched
GO term, and 33 enriched KEGG terms (FDR < 0.05) (Table S6). The top
5 ranked KEGG terms based on FDR adjusted p-values were Olfactory
transduction, Antigen processing and presentation, Graft-versus-host
disease, Asthma and Autoimmune thyroid disease. The GO ancestor
chart could not be used for expanded gene families as there was only one
GO term found. When significant contracted gene families on the river
buffalo branch were used for pathway enrichment analysis, 15 GO terms
and 19 KEGG terms were identified (FDR < 0.05) (Table S7, Table S8).
Clustering of the 15 GO terms to create a GO ancestor chart [69] showed
the interconnectedness of child GO terms, and identified the following

biological processes as enriched: Protein K63-linked ubiquitination,
Protein K48-linked ubiquitination and Protein K11-linked ubiquitina
tion (Fig. S1). These GO terms also clearly revealed the molecular
function of ubiquitin-protein transferase activity, which suggests gene
losses in protein degradation pathways. The second most significant
KEGG term was ubiquitin mediated proteolysis (Table S8), which agreed
with the GO term result.
Reactome pathway analysis used human representative genes
because cattle gene Reactome data were not available. There were 271
and 67 Reactome pathway terms identified as significant for gene family
expansions and contractions, respectively (FDR < 0.05). The top 5
Reactome terms for expanded gene families were as follows:
3602
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Fig. 2. The clustering of immune related genes to Reactome
pathways using genes with significant (A) gene gains and (B)
losses in the river buffalo.
The significantly enriched Reactome terms (FDR < 0.01) are
shown as orange nodes, and the gene symbols that contributed
to the term are shown in black. The size of the orange nodes is
determined by the number of genes that connect to it. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Translocation of ZAP-70 to Immunological synapse, Phosphorylation of
CD3 and TCR zeta chains, PD-1 signaling, DNA Double Strand Break
Response and Recruitment and ATM-mediated phosphorylation of
repair and signaling proteins at DNA double strand breaks (Fig. S2). The
top 5 Reactome terms for contracted gene families were as follows:
Organic cation/anion/zwitterion transport, Synthesis of active ubiquitin
(roles of E1 and E2 enzymes), Protein ubiquitination, CYP2E1 reactions,
and G beta (gamma signaling through BTK) (Fig. S3).

enriched for 214 GO terms and 31 Reactome terms (FDR < 0.05). The
top 10% GO terms indicated the biological process term of positive
regulation of natural killer cells on the GO ancestor chart (Fig. S5). The
top 5 enriched Reactome terms were Endosomal/Vacuolar pathway,
Immunoregulatory interactions between a Lymphoid and a nonLymphoid cell, Interferon signaling, Interferon gamma signaling and
Antigen Presentation (Folding, assembly and peptide loading of class I
MHC) (Fig. 2B). All the top 5 Reactome terms, of both expanded and
contracted gene families, were connected by a network of genes.

3.2.2. Pathway enrichment of immune genes in the river buffalo branch
More than two thirds (67%; 116 of 172) of the significantly expanded
families are immune-related according to the InnateDB database.
Immune-related genes were enriched for 565 GO terms and 271 Reac
tome terms (FDR < 0.05) using human representative genes for the
enrichment analysis. GO ancestor chart analysis of the top 10% GO
terms revealed enrichment of the GO terms Innate immune response,
Cytokine-mediated signaling pathway and Regulation of apoptotic
process (Fig. S4). The top 5 enriched Reactome terms were NOTCH3
Activation and Transmission of Signal to the Nucleus, Translocation of
ZAP-70 to Immunological synapse, Downstream TCR signaling, Phos
phorylation of CD3 and TCR zeta chains and Signaling by NOTCH1 HD
Domain Mutants in Cancer (Fig. 2A).
Forty one of the 96 (43%) significantly contracted families are
immune-related when matched InnateDB database. These genes were

3.2.3. MHC I and II gene gains and losses
Significant gene losses in MHC class I and significant gene gains in
MHC class II were observed among the immune gene families in river
buffalo (Fig. S6). However, the grouping of orthologs into gene families
for the MHC class I genes was inconsistent between the bioinformatics
pipeline and manual grouping. Manual curation identified a total of 47
class I genes (Fig. 3A, Table S9) but our automated pipeline found 180
genes as a result of the Panther database grouping “MHC class I related”
and classical “MHC class I" genes into the same gene family. The bio
informatics pipeline grouping and manual curation were more consis
tent for the MHC class II genes, supporting the general validity of the
pipeline. The river buffalo had 14 MHC class II genes from manual
curation and 16 were identified by the pipeline. The difference between
the two methods was because the Panther database includes two copies
3603
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Fig. 3. An illustration of gene order in MHC class I and II genes.
Full-length genes are shown as arrowed boxes and the direction of the arrows represents the direction of transcription. The boxes are coloured to indicate orthologs
and paralogs with bootstrap support more than or equal to 70. Where bootstraps were below 70, gene order was used in conjunction with bootstrap values to assign
orthologs. The white boxes represent genes that could not be assigned as an ortholog based on bootstrap values and gene order. The “||” symbol represents a sequence
gap in the contig with the number of gaps between regions in between. The meaning of gap here refers to genome assembly gaps, which are ambiguous Ns inserted
during the scaffolding of contigs. Overlapping genes have their introns shown in grey. Gene names are shown and the corresponding NCBI protein IDs can be found in
Table S9 (A) A scaled illustration of MHC class I in the six study species. There is one goat BOLA-BL3-7-like gene on an unplaced scaffold that is not shown. (B) A
scaled illustration of MHC class II. The stripped rectangle on the DRB1-likeb gene on river buffalo (Bbub chr2) represents the B. ovata retrotransposon. (For inter
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

of B2M genes that encodes beta-2-microglobulin as MHC class II, which
is incorrect as B2M is a subunit of MHC Class I antigens (Fig. 3B)..
Therefore, although significant gene gains were predicted in MHC class
II for the river buffalo branch from our automated pipeline, careful
manual curation of these genes did not support the same conclusion.

Pathway enrichment analysis of all positively selected genes
revealed 125 enriched GO terms at FDR < 0.05. As the top 10% GO
terms had too few entries in the GO ancestor chart, we used the top 50%
enriched GO terms for clustering. We found the following GO terms as
significant, microtubule cytoskeleton organization, glycerolipid
biosynthetic process, cellular protein modification process and micro
tubule (Fig. S7). No significant Reactome pathway were identified for
the positively selected genes.
Among the 602 SCOs that showed signs of positive selection, 205
(34%) were immune related genes. There were 290 enriched GO terms
for these immune genes (FDR < 0.05). In the GO ancestor chart of the
top 10% enriched terms at the biological processes level were animal
organ development and cell surface receptor signaling pathway
(Fig. S8). Two significant Reactome terms found were NOD1/2
Signaling Pathway and R-HSA-168643 Nucleotide-binding domain,
leucine rich repeat containing receptor (NLR) signaling pathways
(Fig. S9).

3.3. Genes displaying positive selection
We found 602 SCO gene sets under positive selection with FDR <
0.05 (Table S10). TRPM4 was the gene with the highest statistical sig
nificance from the FDR p-value ranking and encodes a protein that may
play a role in signaling in skin tissues [70]. Our list of genes under se
lection included five growth factors (TGFB1, TGFBR3, TBRG1, IGFBP4,
VEGFD), 14 genes involved in protein degradation (NEURL4, UBE3D,
MMP23B, RFFL, NEDD4L, USP3, OBI1, OTUD3, NEURL2, DTX3L, UBFD1,
UBE2J1, USP40, DTX4) and three heat shock related proteins (HSF5,
HSF1, DNAJC2).
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3.4. Major histocompatibility complex I and II gene synteny

98.5% identity to Babesia ovata LINE-1 type transposase. A BLASTP
analysis of the ORF1 sequence against Swissprot non-redundant data
base showed it has Transposase_22, spc7 and Tnp_22_dsRBD protein
domains. ORF2 showed 98% identity to Babesia ovata retrovirus-related
Pol poly LINE-1. ORF2 has the RVT_1 and Exo_endo_phos protein do
mains, which are known to be found in species of mammalian and nonmammalian origin [71]. Both of these ORFs are missing in the same gene
in the short read-based river buffalo genome assembly (UMD_CAS
PUR_WB_2.0) from the same animal but their presence in intron 1 of the
LOC102408590 gene is supported by whole genome shotgun short read
data (Fig. S11). The retrotransposon is not found in gene
GWHGAAJZ000112 of the swamp buffalo, the gene orthologous to
water buffalo LOC102408590.
The Babesia ovata genome was recently sequenced [72] and the
transposase and Pol genes were found in a single contig (NCBI accession:
BDSA01000072). A dotplot of the Babesia contig and LOC102408590
showed the entire contig sequence of 8691 bp is a close match to the first
intron of LOC102408590 (Fig. 4A). The first intron of the gene contains
inverted repeat sequences (Fig. 4B), which were not identified in the
Babesia contig. This may be a Babesia genome assembly error, where the
presence of repeats triggered a break in genome assembly continuity.
The predicted retrotransposon structure is given in Fig. 4C. Using the
Babesia ovata retrovirus-related Pol poly LINE-1 as search input, we
found that this gene is distributed widely across all chromosomes in
ruminants (Fig. 5), but is not found in pig or human genomes with filter
criteria set to retrieve approximately the full length of Babesia sequence
at >90% sequence identity (Fig. S12). However, lowering thresholds to
allow shorter match length and lower sequence identity did detect LINE1 Pol-like sequences in these species (Fig. S11). Using the Pol gene as an
indicator of Babesia-like retrotransposon insertion, a total of 2540 were
found across the six genomes. Only about 1% of the human genome is
protein-coding [73] and the other mammalian genomes studied here are
likely to have a similar proportion. However, an average of 24.80% of
the Babesia-like retrotransposons were found within protein-coding
genes in the studied species suggesting that these elements preferen
tially insert into genes.

We used alignment to cattle and human MHC I genes (Table S11) to
identify 47 MHC I genes among the six genomes included in the study
(Table S9) with the gene number ranging from five in pig to 13 in goat
(Fig. 3A). Four orthologous sets of genes were identified between taurine
cattle, indicine cattle and the river buffalo, but no clear orthologues of
these genes could be established in goat, pig and human. In the river
buffalo, these genes were BoLA-BL3–7-likec, BoLA-BL3–6, BoLA-BL3–7likea and BuLa-A. All human MHC I genes occurred in a monophyletic
group and this pattern was also observed in the pig MHC I genes.
Interestingly, the pig MHC I genes displayed a noticeable degree of
overlap where SLA-1 spanned the full length of both SLA-5 and SLA-1a;
SLA-2 spanned the length of SLA-3.
Cattle and human MHC II genes were used as reference sequences to
identify 72 MHC II genes in the six genomes, which were grouped into
orthologs based on chromosomal locations, gene order and phylogenetic
relationship (Table S11, Fig. S10). Orthologs for the DMB, DOA and DRA
genes as well as the DY gene family had good bootstrap scores. The
remaining genes had lower bootstrap support, suggesting a high di
versity of these sequences. The number of MHC class II genes was lowest
for indicine cattle and pigs (10 genes) and highest for river buffalo and
taurine cattle (14 genes) (Fig. 3B). Only three genes, DRB, DQA, and
DQB were duplicated in any of the six genomes. The goat genome lacks a
DRB gene duplication (Fig. 3B). DQA was duplicated in human, goat,
river buffalo and taurine cattle but not in indicine cattle or pig. DQB was
duplicated in human, taurine cattle and river buffalo, but not in indicine
cattle, goat and pig. Finally, the overall gene order and number of genes
in the MHC I and II regions were less similar for the MHC I genes than for
the MHC II genes among the six genomes included in the study.
3.5. Babesia retrotransposon in river buffalo MHC II gene
Two large open reading frames (ORFs) in the intron of the river
buffalo LOC102408590 gene were identified. This gene is designated as
DRB1-like by the NCBI. A BLASTP of LOC102408590 to cattle refseq
protein database showed 96.5% identity to the DRB5 protein
(XP_024839853.1). ORF1 is 819 bp and ORF2 is 3819 bp. ORF1 showed

Fig. 4. The dotplots of LOC102408590 and Babesia ovata contig BDSA01000072.
(A) The dotplot between LOC102408590 and B. ovata. The predicted exon regions are shown in light blue. The open reading frame 1 and 2 (ORF1 and ORF2) are
highlighted in yellow. (B) The dotplot between the first intron of LOC102408590 and itself. The dotplot shows the inverted repeat sequences in the intron 1 region of
LOC102408590. (C) The predicted retrotransposon structure in the first intron of LOC102408590. The three domains in ORF1 are Transposase_22, spc7 and
Tnp_22_dsRBD. The two domains in ORF2 are RVT_1 and Exo_endo_phos. IR represents inverted repeats and TSD represents tandem sequence duplication. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. The TBLASTN hits of Babesia ovata retrovirus-related Pol poly LINE-1 on each chromosome.
The barplot shows the number of TBLASTN hits on each chromosome for the four ruminant species. B. bubalis has no chromosome 25 to 29.

4. Discussion

4.3. Olfactory receptor

4.1. Gene family expansion and contraction in the river buffalo

Adaptation to a specific ecological niche is accompanied by changes
in sensory perception, which at the molecular level is seen as changes in
the olfactory receptors (ORs) [77]. The OR gene families consist of Gprotein coupled receptor genes that function to perceive chemosensory
signals [78]. These genes have undergone extensive gene duplications
and contractions in several taxa [79–81]. The dynamic gains and losses
of the river buffalo OR gene family suggests that it has specific genes
which are used for sensory perception in its niche environment. The
closest species to the river buffalo is cattle, which has 1071 OR-related
sequences in the UMD3.1 genome assembly, but only 881 are consid
ered as functional genes [82]. About 6% of cattle functional ORs genes
are cattle-specific and hence, it is expected that the river buffalo would
also have specific OR genes. Indeed, one of the largest OR studies in
mammals [77] has shown that many species have specific ORs, which
are likely to be important for adaption.

Gene duplication provides genetic material for natural selection to
work on [74], whereas gene loss could be the result of diverged dupli
cated genes that are no longer under functional constraint. Together, the
dynamics of gene gains and losses reflect the interplay of genomic
changes and selection. In the context of an agricultural animal species,
such as the river buffalo, gene gains and losses may be linked to artificial
selection for meat yield, milk production, heat tolerance and disease
resistance traits. To accurately identify genome wide gene gains and
losses, high quality genome assemblies and annotations of several spe
cies are required. The river buffalo reference genome was assembled to
chromosome-level and annotated with about 15 billion RNA-Seq reads
from more than 50 tissues [4]. This latest river buffalo genome has led to
the successful identification of loci linked to convergent signatures of
domestication [75]. Here we detected 268 gene families with significant
gene gains or losses in the river buffalo since divergence from cattle. By
analysing these gene families individually and clustering them into
significant biological pathways using GO, KEGG and Reactome terms,
the four major biological functions that emerged were protein degra
dation, olfactory receptor sensing system, detoxification and immune
system.

4.4. Detoxification
Genes that play a role in detoxification are known to evolve rapidly
to deal with environmental toxins [83–85]. Gene losses in the river
buffalo gene families associated with the CYP2E1 reaction Reactome
pathway suggest potential impact on xenobiotic and endogenous toxin
metabolism, in particular those that belong to the cytochrome P450
monooxygenases (P450s), which generally perform oxidation reactions
and work in concert with other enzymes such as the glutathione Stransferases, to turn toxins into a more water-soluble and less toxic
chemicals [86]. CYP2E1 is known to be highly expressed in the liver of
humans [87] and cattle [88], with known metabolic activities to protect
against a range of xenobiotics [89].

4.2. Protein degradation
We identified significant loss of genes encoding proteins in the pro
tein degradation pathway of buffalo, in particular those that belong to
ubiquitinating enzymes. Protein degradation enables cells to dynami
cally adjust their proteome to respond to internal and external signals.
The balance between protein synthesis and degradation is important to
ensure efficient utilization of energy. Bos indicus cattle may be better
adapted to harsher and hotter environments by having lower rates of
protein turnover [33,76]. Like Bos indicus cattle, river buffalo is adapted
to survive in harsh environments. Finding that there are significant gains
and losses of genes in biological pathways involved in protein degra
dation may be a sign that the river buffalo has adapted to its environ
ment by regulating protein turnover for a lower metabolic rate.

4.5. Major histocompatibility complex
We found that the DOA, DMA, DMB and DOB genes were conserved
as SCOs in all species, even though the order of these genes was reversed
in the ruminant species in comparison with the monogastric species (pig
and human). In contrast, the DR and DQ gene families had varying de
grees of gene duplications among the six genomes. The goat genome was
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the only one lacking a duplication of the DRB gene, while DQA was
duplicated in river buffalo, goat, and taurine cattle but not indicine
cattle, humans, or pigs. We found duplications of DQB in taurine cattle
and river buffalo. This relatively high level of gene duplication in the
MHC class IIA region (DR, DQ gene families) is congruent with the
literature [90,91], with the DR and DQ gene families also known to be
highly polymorphic [12]. We observed a ruminant specific class IIA
gene, DY (i.e., DYA; DYB, alias DIB) which is most closely related to the
DQ gene (i.e. DQA; DQB) by phylogenetic analysis. This suggests that a
duplication of the DQ gene led to the evolution of the ruminant DY gene
[92,93], which is supported by the likely chromosomal inversion in the
ruminant MHC region [94–96]. DY may be active in dendritic cells to
mediate the interactions between the microbe rich rumen and the im
mune system [92]. Further evidence for a ruminant specific function of
DY can be seen in the high levels of conservation in promoter (97%),
coding region (94%) and intronic regions (91%) between sheep and
cattle [57].

assembly (UOA_WB_1), but not in the short read based assembly
(UMD_CASPUR_WB_2.0) of the same animal. This is likely to be due to
the repetitive sequences in the retrotransposon interrupting the short
read assembly of the region. A study of the human MHC II has shown
that various types of repeats including retrotransposons make up more
than 20% of the entire region [107]. Therefore, it is not surprising that
this region is hard to assemble, which has prevented the analysis of
conservation of synteny up to now. The large number of repetitive se
quences in MHC II region is perhaps due to the high density of genes that
are actively transcribed [108].
The Babesia retrotransposon was found dispersed throughout the
genomes of the three ruminant species studied here, but was not
observed in the monogastric species i.e. pig and human. This suggests
that the retrotransposon could have inserted into the genome of the
ruminant ancestor after diverging from pig. This may be because ru
minants and non-ruminants are exposed to different Babesia parasites,
ruminants being predominantly exposed to B. orientalis whereas Babesia
trautmanni is more common in pigs [106,109]. The retrotransposon
seems to be under purifying selection as it maintains a high level of
sequence identity between Babesia and the ruminant species studied.
Similar retroelement sequences are found abundantly in the ruminant
genomes and tend to overlap genes, suggesting that these elements could
still be transposing and insert into actively transcribed regions. Whether
there is an advantage for host or pathogen in the integration of retroviral
elements into the genome is unclear, however, there is the suggestion
that presence of retroviral sequences stimulate the host immune mem
ory and hence protection against infection [110]. Buffalo do show a
higher level of tolerance to babesia than other species often with no
clinical signs of disease [111]. We note possible alternative explanations
for the presence of apparent Babesia sequences in ruminant genomes
include horizontal transfer of bovid retrotransposon into the parasite, or
artifactual contamination of the B. ovata genome assembly with cattle
DNA. To assemble the genome of B. ovata, in vitro growth of the parasite
used purified bovine RBCs that may have carried cattle sequences [72].
Future work should examine Babesia genomes using long read tech
nologies to confirm whether the retrotransposon is indeed integrated
into them. Furthermore, the functional significance of the retro
transposon insertion in the river buffalo DRB1-like gene should be
investigated as it may impact on immune gene expression.

4.6. Positively selected genes in the river buffalo
One of the signatures of adaptive evolution is a higher rate of nonsynonymous than synonymous substitution. Our work takes advantage
of maximum likelihood model evaluation framework [97] to detect
codons that showed a higher rate of non-synonymous substitution. The
most significant positively selected gene we identified was TRPM4,
which is a member of the transient receptor potential (TRP) superfamily
of ion channels that plays a role in keratinocyte differentiation [70]. In
mouse, Trpm4 is known to play a role in transduction of taste stimuli
[98]. Interestingly, in a study on the association between the abomasum
transcriptome and microbiota in cattle, the expression of TRPM4 was
found to be positively correlated with bacteria of the Desulfovibrio genus
[99]. This suggests the gene may play a role in the immune system by
regulating Ca2+ influx in response to bacterial infection. We also found
growth factors genes to be positively selected, notably TGFB1 and
IGFBP4. In the bovine mammary gland, the expression of transforming
growth factor-β1 (TGFB1) is increased during mammogenesis and lac
togenesis [100], and the gene is known to play a role in mammary
development [101]. The sequenced river buffalo in our study was from a
breed selected for milk production, therefore the positively selected sites
may be linked to this trait. Insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-binding
protein 4 (IGFBP4) is highly expressed in osteoblasts and inhibits IGF-1.
It is also known to be involved in bone formation [102] and in human, it
is linked to fetal growth restriction in gestation [103]. TRPM4 and
TGFB1 have not been studied in the river buffalo. IGFBP4 is upregulated
in early pregnancy in the caruncle of the water buffalo and it has been
suggested that it inhibits fetally derived IGF2 [104]. The functional
significance of these positively selected genes remains to be validated.

5. Conclusion
In summary, gene gains and losses analyses of the river buffalo
genome have revealed significant changes in genes families involved in
protein degradation, olfactory receptor sensing system, detoxification
and immune system. Searches for positive selection have uncovered
river buffalo genes that play a role in skin differentiation, mammary
development and bone formation, among the hundreds of genes under
selection. The finding of a Babesia retrotransposon in the intron of the
river buffalo MHC II DRB1-like gene requires further investigation as its
functional relevance is not known.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.ygeno.2021.08.021.

4.7. A retrotransposon in the intron of the river buffalo MHC II gene
Babesiosis is a zoonotic disease of global importance and is caused by
tick-borne protozoan of the genus Babesia [105]. To complete its life
cycle, this parasite needs to be transmitted by ixodid ticks to a vertebrate
host to replicate in the red blood cells (RBCs). The water buffalo is a
known host for the tick Rhipicephalus haemaphysaloides, which can
transmit B. orientalis [106]. Only a few relatively high quality genome
assemblies of the parasites such as B. ovata and B. divergens [105] are
available. We identified a retrotransposon in the river buffalo that has
98% identity to the B. ovata Pol gene at the protein level. The retro
transposon, found in the first intron of a DRB1-like gene, is made up of
the Pol gene, a reverse transcriptase, and the long inverted retro
transposon terminal repeats, but does not include env gene that encodes
the envelope protein.
The Babesia-related retrotransposon was not found in any other
buffalo MHC genes or in the MHC of other species using our alignment
criteria. Indeed it was only found in the long read based genome
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